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1 Your world  
p5

identifying key 
information; multiple 
choice with one text

feelings and people present simple and present 
continuous

understanding the 
task; complete the 
sentences

talking about yourself; interview articles idioms and expressions; prepositions; 
checking the meaning; sentence 
transformation

using idioms and phrasal verbs; 
writing in an informal style;  
writing an informal email

Live well, study well: valuing friendships; accepting differences

2  Mysterious 
world  
p17

identifying paragraph 
topics; matching 
sentences to gaps

mysteries; looking at 
words around a gap;  
multiple-choice cloze

past simple and past 
continuous

making notes; 
multiple choice: seven 
questions

solving problems; collaborative 
task

used to, would, be used to, 
get used to

phrasal verbs; word building; changing 
words; word formation

using adjectives and adverbs; 
planning a story; writing a story

Video: Why we cry

3 Fit as a 
fiddle  
p29

identifying key 
information; matching 
prompts to text

health and fitness present perfect simple and 
present perfect continuous; 
for, since, lately, already, 
yet and still

thinking about the 
missing words; 
complete the 
sentences

describing similarities and 
differences; photo description

countable and uncountable 
nouns; quantifiers

prepositions; idioms; checking your 
sentences make sense; sentence 
transformation

giving advice; giving effective 
advice; writing an article

Live well, study well: forming positive habits; challenging limiting beliefs

4 Technological 
wonders  
p41

identifying what 
a word refers to; 
multiple choice with 
one text

technology will and be going to; 
time expressions

predicting topic 
vocabulary; multiple 
choice: one per text

coping when you forget a word; 
photo description

future continuous; 
future perfect

word building; phrasal verbs; looking 
for clues; multiple-choice cloze

clauses of reason and contrast; 
choosing the best question; 
writing a formal letter or email

Video: The rise of the internet

5 Going places  
p53

preparing for matching 
tasks; matching 
prompts to text

ambition and success modals and semi-modals identifying key words 
and taking notes; 
matching prompts to 
spoken text

discussing all the options;  
collaborative task

perfect modals collocations; expressions; learning 
collocations and expressions; 
open cloze

presenting arguments in formal 
essays; structuring your essay;  
writing an essay

Live well, study well: managing your money; considering your relationship with money

6 Living history  
p65

identifying what isn’t in 
a text; multiple choice 
with one text

history; checking 
spelling; word formation

past perfect simple and 
past perfect continuous

listening for numbers;  
multiple choice: seven 
questions

expressing your opinion;   
collaborative task

question tags; pronouns phrasal verbs; word building; choosing 
the correct word; multiple-choice 
cloze

using qualifiers; brainstorming 
ideas; writing an informal email

Video: Lost treasures

7  Wild world  
p77

looking for clues; 
matching sentences 
to gaps

natural disasters -ing form; infinitives filling in the gaps; 
complete the 
sentences

answering a follow-up question;  
photo description

comparison of adjectives and 
adverbs; too, enough, so and 
such

collocations and expressions; checking 
agreement; open cloze

sequencing events; using 
descriptive vocabulary; writing 
a story

Live well, study well: dealing with emergencies; keeping calm

8 Media 
matters  
p89

focusing on individual 
paragraphs; matching 
prompts to text

the media the passive listening for pleasure; 
multiple choice: one 
per text

deciding on the best option;  
collaborative task

the passive: -ing form, 
infinitives and modal verbs

phrasal verbs; changing the word; 
word formation

editing your work; describing 
what you’re reviewing; writing 
a review 

Video: Crisis mapping

9  Making a 
living  
p101

choosing the missing 
sentence; matching 
sentences to gaps

work reported speech: 
statements; changes in 
time and place; reported 
questions

listening carefully;   
matching prompts 
to spoken text

giving full answers; photo 
description

reported speech: commands 
and requests; reporting verbs

collocations and expressions; 
prepositions

presenting information clearly; 
using the appropriate tone; 
writing a report

Live well, study well: choosing online sources wisely; dealing with online information

10 See the 
world  
p113

choosing the best 
option carefully;  
multiple choice with 
one text

holiday and travel conditionals: zero, first and 
second

identifying emotions;  
multiple choice: one 
per text

showing interest; collaborative 
task

third conditional; mixed 
conditionals

word formation; phrasal verbs using descriptive adjectives; 
using interesting language;   
writing an article

Video: The best job ever

11 Crime time  
p125

finding similar words 
in the questions and 
answers; matching 
sentences to gaps

crime relative clauses: defining 
and non-defining

dealing with unknown 
words; multiple choice: 
seven questions

politely giving an alternative 
opinion; discussion

reduced relative clauses collocations and expressions; using 
your knowledge; open cloze

structuring an essay; writing 
conclusions; writing a for and 
against essay

Live well, study well: cultural communication differences; being culturally sensitive

12 You are what 
you wear p137

skimming and scanning 
to find key information;  
matching prompts to 
text

fashion and shopping causative thinking of similar 
words and phrases; 
multiple choice: seven 
questions

focusing on the timing;   
photo description

Inversion: never, under no 
circumstances and not only … 
but also

phrasal verbs; thinking about context;  
word formation

Supporting your arguments; 
planning your review; writing 
a review 

Video: Cambodian textile art
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